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Attention in working memory: attention is needed
but it yearns to be free
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Recent theoretical development of working memory has emphasized the role of attention in several active processes
supporting maintenance. Although this development is certainly welcome and has accounted for a number of
phenomena, there are findings that cannot be readily accounted for through the active use of attention in refreshing
or removal of information. We review these findings and suggest that, whenever the circumstances allow, participants
attempt to reduce the load on attention by making use of stored concepts in long-term memory (LTM) or off-loading
new configurations, forming new long-term memories. Newly formed groups and configurations in LTM constitute
a list- or array-wide version of the consolidation of information into memory to prevent forgetting in a manner that
reduces the need for continued attention to the material. This suggestion leads to a number of interesting questions
at the behavioral and neural levels, which we also discuss.
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Introduction

Varying definitions of working memory (WM) that
can be found in the literature1 mostly converge in
describing the system as holding a small amount of
information to support complex thought. Recent
theoretical developments have described a role of
attention in the maintenance of information in WM
or the clearing of no longer relevant information
from it. Several findings, however, remain difficult
to reconcile with these proposed theoretical mecha-
nisms. Here, we first selectively outline some of the
recent theoretical developments. Second, we outline
empirical findings that are difficult for the already-
proposed mechanisms to account for. Third, and
finally, we supplement the theoretical accounts with
the proposal that observers will often try to offset
the demands on attention, given the constraints
imposed by the task at hand, making use of
activated long-term memory (LTM).2 Specifically,
we suggest that long-term storage places a relatively
low demand on attention and is brought into play
not only passively but actively and strategically. A
passive role for LTM in WM tasks is an apparent

implication of the statement by Unsworth and
Engle that “[i]tems that have been displaced from
PM [primary memory] must be retrieved from SM
[secondary memory]” (Ref. 3, p. 106). We suggest
that people can do more, actively and strategically
trying to create structures or groups of items in
LTM to lessen the burden on attention. We term this
active creation of LTM structures off-loading of the
information. We suggest that this may occur for lists
in situations requiring recall (a form of list-wide
consolidation) and for arrays of stimuli that can
be grouped into a configuration or new structure
in LTM. Furthermore, we suggest that decay and
interference can be counteracted with less of a
demand on attention when there are more oppor-
tunities for off-loading of the memoranda to LTM.
This proposal does not necessarily conflict with
established ideas, but off-loading would join the
arsenal of maintenance processes that also includes
rehearsal, refreshing, and removal of distractor
information. Presumably, off-loading is a preferred
strategy when the task offers opportunities for the
discovery of structure or chunks in the items to be
remembered. We discuss tentative behavioral and
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neural evidence in favor of this proposition and
find exciting opportunities for future discovery.

The role of attention in maintenance

Decay-and-reactivation accounts: rehearsal
and refreshing
Early suggestions that short-term memory decays4

led to proposals as to how this decay could be coun-
teracted. Not all of these proposals emphasize a
role of attention. The best known is the phono-
logical loop account of Baddeley and colleagues.5

According to this account, the capacity of immedi-
ate verbal memory is set by the amount of informa-
tion that can be repeated in around 2 s, before the
information has irretrievably decayed. Subsequent
investigations, however, suggested that additional
mechanisms may be needed. For example, in stud-
ies of both developing children and adults, it was
found that there are two speed factors that con-
tribute to the prediction of verbal memory span.
The two speed measures did not correlate with each
other at all, but both correlated well with memory
span, together accounting for the age differences in
span.6 One speed measure was rapid recitation, pre-
sumably related to the efficacy of verbal rehearsal.
The other was the rate of recall of items, with the
per-item rate slowing linearly as a function of the
list length and being, for any particular list length,
slower in younger children.7 This measure was pre-
sumably related to the efficacy of mentally searching
through the list to identify the item to be recalled
next. Given that a fixed period of recall was not
obtained, but rather longer recall of span-length lists
in children with higher span, it also was suggested
that the search process reactivates items, counteract-
ing their decay.8,9 In terms of a modeling framework,
the assumption at least implicitly was that this reac-
tivation occurred through circulation of the focus
of attention among items to be retained for recall.2

This concept of covert retrieval has been greatly
elaborated in the time-based resource sharing
(TBRS) framework of Barrouillet, Camos, and col-
leagues. According to TBRS, memory for items can
decay during diversions of attention but this decay is
prevented when items are serially refreshed through
attentional focusing on the items.10 The theory is
usually applied to complex span tasks, in which pro-
cessing episodes, varying in speed from one trial
type to the next, are placed between the presenta-
tions of items making up a list to be recalled. Span

is defined as the length of list that can be recalled
after the processing has been completed successfully.
Perhaps the strongest evidence for the proposal of
decay and refreshing is the cognitive load function, a
negative linear relation between the proportion of
time that attention is occupied by a concurrent pro-
cessing task and memory span, a relation found in
complex span paradigms across a variety of stimulus
modalities.10–13

That being said, there are asymmetrical dual-
task effects on visual and verbal information, with
less verbal forgetting,14 an asymmetry that can
be explained in the current TBRS theory inas-
much as verbal information can be retained by
both attentional (refreshing) and nonattentional
verbal (rehearsal) mechanisms, whereas no analo-
gous nonattentional mechanism exists for nonver-
bal information.15

In summary, two basic concepts have proven quite
powerful in accounting for change in memory per-
formance in complex span tasks, which include dis-
traction: decay offset by refreshing, except when
the distraction (cognitive load) prevents it, and
rehearsal for verbal memoranda, except when the
articulatory demands prevent it. Although the lat-
est instantiations of TBRS16,17 have incorporated
additional mechanisms, decay, refreshing, and ver-
bal rehearsal remain central to this framework.

Interference-removal accounts
In contrast to theories positing decay and restora-
tion, an alternative class of models holds that infor-
mation is lost through various forms of interference
rather than passive decay.18,19 In the recent model
devised specifically for the complex span task by
Oberauer and colleagues,20 interference comes from
two sources: confusion with other recall targets and
distortion of the bindings between items and their
serial position caused by superposition—the encod-
ing of distractors into WM in ways that perturb the
serial position binding of items to be recalled. To
account for the cognitive load function,11 there is an
active removal process in which a single-item focus
of attention protects representations of the memo-
randa by degrading the interfering binding of dis-
tractor representations to their serial positions.21,22

Thus, in this theory, which has no decay process,
free time is used to clear distractors out of WM.
The model of Oberauer et al.20 reproduces not only
the cognitive load function but also more intricate
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patterns in complex span data, such as patterns of
transpositions and serial position functions.

Limitations of refreshing and removal
There has been no clear resolution in the decay +
refreshing versus interference + removal debate.
Several problems exist for each mechanism. For
example, the act of serial refreshing has proven dif-
ficult to identify experimentally.23 Further, in com-
putational instantiations of refreshing, it seems that
serial refreshing at the speed typically assumed in
the literature (�50 ms/item) is unable to repro-
duce patterns of performance seen in humans.24,25

Rather, a regimen of grouped refreshing may be
more appropriate, possibly akin to rotating a multi-
item focus of attention around items in the memory
list (cf. Ref. 26). It is also a challenge for a decay +
restoration account to explain why the relationship
between speed and span includes not only speeds
that involve mnemonic restoration of memory but
also the speed of item identification. In particular,
measures of articulation rate and identification time
appear to contribute independently to the develop-
ment of span during childhood.27,28 It may be that
item identification speed is related to the speed with
which items can be attentionally refreshed but, to
our knowledge, the extant data do not yet substan-
tiate such a proposal.29

It is difficult for interference principles to explain
some other phenomena, in particular several recent
reports pointing to the passive decay of information
in at least two modalities for materials that may be
difficult to encode well: visual (Refs. 30–32, but see
Ref. 33) and auditory.34,35

Additionally, in the next section, we present evi-
dence that there is a benefit of silent periods before a
distractor has been presented, obviously a problem
for a distractor-removal account but leading to the
notion of memory consolidation.

The role of WM consolidation
The concept of WM consolidation—increased sta-
bility of a representation following more protracted
initial processing of the item(s)—complicates
accounts of WM maintenance but helps to resolve
unanswered questions. Consolidation serves to
strengthen the representation of memory items,
even following a mask.36 It is disrupted by the pro-
cessing involved in two-alternative forced-choice
tasks, and takes time (>1 s for four letters37).

Importantly, more opportunity for consolidation
appears to reduce the rate of information loss from
WM. Ricker and Cowan31 presented three abstract
characters either sequentially or simultaneously in a
probe-recognition procedure and found greater loss
of information over 12 s for simultaneous presenta-
tion. However, when the amount of time to process
each item was matched, allowing equal time for con-
solidation, the rate of decay was similar between the
two study formats.

Consolidation adds a layer of complexity to the
TBRS model, as it is hard to disentangle the effect
of consolidation from decay and refreshing. It may
be that the time after an item is used to refresh
the representations of items, or it may be that the
time is used to form a better representation that
decays more slowly, allows quicker refreshing, or is
more resistant to interference. Indeed, proponents
of TBRS have added a consolidation mechanism to
begin to account for the effects of encoding time,
as the simple idea of decay + refreshing was not
enough to account for such effects.16,17

To take the concept of consolidation further,
improved WM consolidation may lead seamlessly
to LTM consolidation that also plays an important
role in WM tasks. In stark contrast to the typical
limit of WM to a handful of items when a small
pool of items is used repeatedly from trial to trial,
creating strong proactive interference in LTM, the
measured capacity can be much larger when the
items are unique on every trial, allowing better use
of LTM (e.g., Ref. 38). Thus, participants can search
arrays to find any of a large number of real, known
objects that can be part of the target set at the same
time, even 100 of them, though with a gradual tran-
sition from what appears to resemble serial retrieval
to a mode that seems closer to parallel retrieval.39,40

When list items do not repeat, the recognition of
them does not show a small capacity limit (e.g.,
Ref. 41), in stark contrast to the limit to about three
or four items when the items can recur from trial to
trial.42–45

Recently, researchers have tried to disentangle
consolidation from the maintenance processes we
described above (verbal rehearsal, attention-based
refreshing, and removal of interference). Work with
the complex span paradigm suggests that they all
may be independently identifiable processes. Bayliss
et al.46 either provided a blank interval before
the onset of a processing sequence or burst (i.e.,
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distraction) following each memory item, where
it could allow consolidation before processing, or
placed the interval after the processing burst. Per-
formance was reliably better with the blank interval
before the processing burst. This timing difference
occurred even during articulatory suppression, rul-
ing out rehearsal, and it occurred regardless of cog-
nitive load, at odds with what is predicted by the
basic notion of decay offset by refreshing, consid-
ered alone (see also, Ref. 47).

These findings appear to be fairly problematic for
current theories based on the concept of distractor
removal, as performance was improved by giving
time before the distractors rather than after, useless
for removing the distractor-position bindings.
As Bayliss and colleagues note, according to the
interference model,20 the encoding of each item
should have been complete in all of their conditions,
so a mechanism of item strengthening appears
to be needed. Of course, these objections do not
rule out the possibility that removal of distractors
supplements other maintenance processes. The
possibilities we outline below may prove helpful in
characterizing the possible effects of removal and
provide further questions regarding the role of free
time during complex span trials.

To summarize, cognitive load effects (e.g.,.
Ref. 11) and patterns of interference between mul-
tiple sets of memory items (e.g., .Ref. 14) clearly
show that attention is important in the mainte-
nance of information in WM. However, as briefly
reviewed above, the exact nature of attention’s role
in active maintenance is unclear, and potential addi-
tional factors, such as consolidation or strengthen-
ing of memory representations in free time, must be
considered.

While attention is clearly important, here we wish
to outline an additional factor that may play a role in
performance, emphasizing how it might assist WM
while minimizing the need for attention. Namely,
we propose that, whenever the parameters of the
task and stimuli permit, participants make use of
mechanisms that are not so attention dependent,
supplementing performance through off-loading of
information to activated LTM. We make this pro-
posal within a specific framework, the embedded
processes model of WM.2 However, as we will dis-
cuss, off-loading is related to other suggestions in the
literature and viable within other modeling frame-
works too.

Formation of activated LTM
representations and freeing up of attention
in WM tasks

So far, we have emphasized the mechanisms of
refreshing of memoranda and removal of distracting
information, both of which may be accomplished
only with the help of attention. The attention
demands of verbal rehearsal, should it be involved
in span, appear to vary depending on maturity or
learning of the material.48 What we now wish to
suggest is that it is in participants’ interest to do as
much maintenance as possible using attention-free
aspects of processing, leaving attention free for
other demands. The main way we believe that this
off-loading of processing out of the focus of atten-
tion can occur is through rapid memorization of the
memory set, theoretically placing the information
in the activated portion of LTM, where it is easy
to retrieve for a short time as needed. For example,
the seemingly random letters L, Q, and R presented
in a list might be recoded as the consonants within
the word liquor, making long-term retention easier.
Alternatively, even if no familiar pattern is recog-
nized, it may be possible to form a new sequence
(LQR) that is entered into activated LTM.

According to our framework,2 the activated por-
tion of LTM is a subset of LTM that is in a state of
heightened accessibility but is not currently being
processed in the focus of attention. This proposal
of off-loading material from the focus of atten-
tion is similar to mechanisms within other theo-
ries with combined contributions from a primary,
attention-based store and a secondary, long-term
store searchable at test (e.g., Refs. 3 and 49–51).
However, in these accounts, LTM is always formed
when items are displaced from WM by concurrent
processing (because the number of items to remem-
ber exceeds the scope of attention or is lost from
temporary buffers). The present suggestion is of
a more active process in which schematic struc-
tures are formed to improve the representation of
the items to be remembered, reducing the need for
attention to maintain the information. The struc-
tures that are formed can be either recognized from
LTM or newly constructed to simplify the repre-
sentation. Off-loading works for immediate recall,
because proactive interference between trials is not
an insurmountable problem, as it would be for later
recall.
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One particular way in which such memorization
can occur is through a continued consolidation pro-
cess that includes properties of the relationships
of items to one another to form a configuration,
either temporal in nature for lists or spatial in
the case of concurrent arrays of stimuli. Next, we
explore the tentative evidence for these kinds of
set-wide off-loading.

One kind of off-loading: list-wide
consolidation?
One important possibility is that the process of
consolidation is not limited to the most recently
presented item and that consolidation should be
redefined to be list-wide. One type of evidence
consistent with this proposal is that, in complex
span–type studies, reaction times to the processing
task slow as more items are added to the memory
set.52–55 This slowing could either reflect a greater
demand to refresh the sequence with each new item
or, as we suggest, a demand to integrate the new
item with representations of those presented pre-
viously. Given the demand to retain serial order in
these tasks, this kind of list-wide consolidation may
prove extremely important in determining the role
of attention in maintenance and, consequently, the
patterns of decay or interference observed.

Much of the previous work on consolidation has
focused on the strengthening of individual items for
single-probe tasks.30,31 As evidence of this poten-
tial list-wide strengthening, Vergauwe et al.55 found
that the first reaction time in a burst of processing
was sensitive to the number of items to be held
in memory in a preload procedure in which all
memory items were presented before the onset of
the processing task. Using trials in which the mem-
ory sequence was recalled correctly, they found that
each additional memory item, up to four, slowed
processing by approximately 250 ms (for conver-
gent evidence, see Ref. 37). Participants may use the
time to form a serial chain or to establish bindings
between items and their serial positions. Even the
latter is likely to be a relational type of informa-
tion, as the evidence suggests that items are asso-
ciated not with absolute serial positions but with
relative position in the list.56 This new relational
structure may then be off-loaded to the activated
portion of LTM, according to the general frame-
work in which we are working,2 reducing the load on
attention.

Some attention is presumably needed to revisit
the structure periodically, refreshing it to protect it
from interference or possibly decay, improving the
structure further by attending to some of its addi-
tional details. Such off-loaded information likely
also requires a form of controlled search when mem-
ory is probed. Thus, while off-loading is assumed to
lessen the load on attention, freeing some attention
up for other activities, it is not assumed to come at
zero cost. We return to this issue in the next section
when discussing recent findings regarding perfor-
mance when two modalities must be retained, but
here let us simply reiterate our proposal: there is a
cost in sharing attention between two LTM struc-
tures, but more can be remembered that way than
by trying to hold the same information constantly
in the focus of attention.57

The consideration of list-wide consolidation as
a kind of off-loading leads to an interesting set of
questions for future experiments. Namely, is free
time equally helpful at all stages in a trial? Bayliss
et al.46 appear to show that free time is more bene-
ficial before a burst of processing. To what extent is
that benefit specific to points late in the list presen-
tation, after most or all of the list has been presented,
permitting a list-wide representation to be formed?
To find out, a complex span task could include trials
in which more time before processing is either given
at the beginning of the memory list or toward the
end. If more free time before processing episodes is
found to be most beneficial for memory items near
the end of the list, the explanation may require con-
solidation that goes beyond individual items and is
instead list-wide. The same pattern of results would
be difficult to explain via removal of distractors from
the memory representation, as there is currently no
reason to expect that this removal is more important
toward the end of the memory list.

Off-loading of arrays: consolidation
of a spatial configuration?
Moving away from complex span, recent experi-
ments assessing concurrent storage of two modal-
ities have yielded somewhat surprising results
pointing toward the consolidation and off-loading
of a simultaneously presented array. Cowan et al.57

presented participants with two sets of material: a
visual array of colors and a sequence of digits, in
either order. In some trial blocks, participants had
to remember both sets, whereas in other blocks they
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had to remember only one modality and ignore the
other. Using a simple processing model, they were
able to separate and quantify central and peripheral
storage. The central portion was estimated as the
number of items sacrificed from WM of one modal-
ity when the other modality also had to be retained
concurrently, and the peripheral portions were the
numbers of items reliably retained in a modality
regardless of whether the other modality had to be
retained at the same time. The central portion of
WM proved to be somewhat smaller than in previ-
ous, not-as-well-controlled studies.58 It appeared to
contain only around one item, whereas the periph-
eral components included around two items per
modality. One interpretation of these findings is
that participants off-load the first set of memoranda
to activated LTM,2 freeing up the focus of atten-
tion to accept the second set with minimal inter-
ference. Subsequently, the second set might also be
off-loaded. The central portion of WM would reflect
the attention cost of maintaining the visual and ver-
bal structures in activated LTM concurrently.

This notion of set-wide off-loading was recently
applied in a developmental setting by Cowan et al.59

Specifically, applying the general method of Cowan
et al.,57 it was found that peripheral storage ele-
ments increased from ages 6 to 13 and into adult-
hood. The central portion, though, was relatively
constant with age or even decreased. This finding
raises the intriguing possibility that developmental
change is not driven primarily by growth in capacity
per se (as suggested previously in Refs. 60 and 61) or
knowledge (ruled out in the case of Ref. 62), but by
a greater ability to free up attention by increasingly
relying on less attention-demanding storage, as in
the activated portion of LTM. Developmental mas-
tery of the ability to off-load information may be
manifest as improved mechanisms of chunking or
organizing information into groups that may be bet-
ter handled by structures in LTM,63 similar to the
notion of list-wide consolidation discussed above
but, for concurrent spatial arrays, in spatial config-
urations rather than temporal sequences.

The aforementioned developmental findings may
provide insight into the possible nature of off-
loading. They point to off-loading being a self-
initiated, strategic process that participants use
(akin to the often-reported strategy of participants
linking memoranda to concepts already present in
memory, such as remembering letters by linking

them to loved ones’ initials). Such strategic use
might be related to the development of metacog-
nition throughout childhood (e.g., Ref. 64). The
proposal is that young children may not understand
the need to create effective structures from the stim-
uli and therefore may lose more information than
older individuals when the capacity of attention is
exceeded. While the growth in knowledge per se
cannot explain the development of WM,62 growth
in the effective use of that knowledge to support
active maintenance seems worth investigating.

The initial findings open up other questions
for future work. For instance, it has proven dif-
ficult to obtain evidence that participants can
learn arrays of visual stimuli, such as those
used in the studies of central and peripheral
WM by Cowan et al.57,59 Strikingly, even if
arrays of visual objects are repeated on every
single trial (a type of Hebb repetition proce-
dure, in which one looks for improvements in
performance due to learning of sets repeated in mul-
tiple trials), there seems to be little to no improve-
ment over trials in change detection accuracy.65

One prediction stemming from the above is that
we should be most likely to observe such a learning
effect when participants are incentivized to off-load
an array to activated LTM to free up attention for
a second memory set. The only relevant evidence
of which we are aware concerns sequence learning,
for which no difference has been found in Hebb
repetition learning between simple span and com-
plex span.66 However, Hebb repetition effects were
present for both tasks and, given the requirement
to retain order in these tasks, it is possible that
participants are engaging in some of the processes
described above that serve to consolidate a list into
LTM, even in the absence of distraction.

Other behavioral support for LTM involvement
and off-loading
One advantage of the proposal of off-loading as a
mechanism of WM maintenance is that it is con-
sistent with a flood of other findings indicating
that LTM plays a role in WM tasks. We already
have noted that known items can be remembered
and used far beyond the capacity limit of several
items.38–41 There are also findings suggesting that
new long-term memorization plays a role in WM
retrieval. In particular, retrieval actually appears to
take longer when there is more useful, meaningful
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off-loaded information to be retrieved. For exam-
ple, Cowan et al.67 found that, among complex span
tasks, the pace of recall was much slower when there
was meaningful material to be recalled (in reading
and listening span tasks), compared with the recall of
random series of sums (in counting span). Suggest-
ing more use of LTM when there are more demands
on attention, delayed recall is better for complex
span relative to simple span,68 and the benefit for
delayed recall appears to depend on the demand of
the task.69 These results could indicate attempts to
off-load memory items to activated LTM in prepa-
ration for the concurrent processing task.

Unsworth and Engle3 proposed that retrieval
from secondary memory (i.e., of items displaced
from attention) helps to account for individual
differences in WM insofar as attention is needed to
carry out this retrieval. Although we are proposing
that the purpose of off-loading is to reduce the
strain on attention, it does make sense that attention
is needed for retrieval of the information. Thus, the
present proposal and that of Unsworth and Engle
are compatible.

Neurological support for off-loading
Considerable recent neuroscientific evidence sup-
ports the notion that activated LTM is involved in
WM tasks. The concept of long-term activation that
has been proposed has moved at least temporarily
away from the idea that it consists of persistent
neural firing (e.g., Ref. 49) and toward the notion
that synaptic weights are at least temporarily
changed. Arguing against persistent firing, Lewis-
Peacock et al.70 used a task in which multiple types
of stimuli had to be retained on the same trial,
with cues to use some information right away in
an upcoming recognition task (e.g., a word) and
sometimes to save other information for another
such task later in the trial (e.g., bar orientations).
Multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA) indicated that
the type of information needed immediately was
active but that the information only needed later in
the trial, though still available, was preserved in
some form that did not show up as an active pattern.
Rose et al.71 found that dormant MVPA patterns
could be reactivated using transcranial magnetic
stimulation. To relate their physiological theory
to the cognitive concept of the activated portion
of LTM, the latter could be specified as synaptic
weights rather than active patterns of neural firing.

Using event-related potentials, Reinhart and
Woodman72 made a related point about gradual
off-loading of a template that was repeated from
trial to trial. They presented two targets to be held
in WM while searching arrays to find either of those
targets. As the same targets were used on multiple
trials, the index of active storage in WM (contralat-
eral delay activity; CDA) decreased, while an index
of LTM retrieval (a positive-going wave called P170)
increased; but the declining CDA was reversible with
motivation and attention when a large reward for
success was provided. Thus, it seems that observers
are able to control the relative use of activated
LTM and the focus of attention in response to task
demands and rewards, consistent with the proposed
strategic use of off-loading.

Finally, Wallis et al.73 used magnetoencephalog-
raphy, a technique with good spatial and temporal
resolution, to show another phenomenon suggest-
ing the strategic use of an activated portion of LTM.
When a post-cue is presented to reduce the number
of items from an array that have to be held in WM,
several indices of attention show a transient burst,
with a behavioral benefit that comes after the burst
of attention has disappeared. This pattern is just
what would be expected if the role of attention was
to help somehow in the set-wide consolidation of
information into what we have termed the activated
portion of LTM.

More work is needed to determine the nature of
activated LTM: is it limited to mechanisms other
than active neural firing, such as synaptic weights,71

or would a closer look reveal that items needed later
in the trial have been saved with, for example, spe-
cialized neural firing in a circuit that includes the
hippocampal areas?

Open questions and speculations regarding
off-loading
We have argued for a process of off-loading in which
structures in LTM (either existing or rapidly cre-
ated) are used to form representations of the to-be-
remembered items in order to reduce the load on
the focus of attention at crucial points, freeing atten-
tion for other processing. We recognize many open
questions regarding the specifics of off-loading (e.g.,
the capacity limits for such off-loading, how long it
takes to off-load information, and how off-loaded
information is lost or forgotten). The embedded-
processes framework provides some direction and
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potentially useful constraint for the necessary fur-
ther research. According to our conceptualization,
all off-loaded information was once within the focus
of attention, the component from which informa-
tion is off-loaded. The capacity limitation of the
focus of attention thus places a limit on the capac-
ity for off-loading. In the case of briefly presented
visual arrays (or lists with rehearsal prevented), this
limit would be 3–4 items, the number of items that
can be apprehended in such procedures.42–45

For sequentially presented lists, the focus of
attention is assumed to fill up one by one with
each item and, when time is available, a search is
presumed to take place for concepts in LTM that
can be related to the memoranda. The speed and
efficiency of this process will clearly depend on
the ease with which an identifiable concept can be
retrieved or created, which in turn will depend on
the experience and expertise of the observer with the
particular material used.51 For example, a known
letter sequence like FBI would be quickly identified
and off-loaded, whereas, to reuse the example from
above, LQR would require additional search to
produce the token liquor. If no pattern is observed,
perhaps sometimes a new sequence can be quickly
learned by rote, although this would presumably
require more time and might form a weaker trace.
We presume that the finding of increasingly delayed
processing latencies with increasing memory load
(e.g., Refs. 52–55) reflects the time taken both to
identify concepts or configurations and to carry
out any other process needed to consolidate or
off-load the information. Further, inasmuch as the
focus of attention is limited, we adopt the proposal
of previous researchers (e.g., Refs. 3 and 50) that
information may also become displaced from the
focus to activated LTM by additional memoranda
or by distraction. Future work could usefully exam-
ine the capacity and temporal constraints of off-
loading within a complex span procedure by varying
list length as well as the placement of free time within
a trial, as suggested above. Similarly, within a dual-
modality array procedure (e.g., Refs. 57 and 59),
the interarray and poststimulus durations can be
varied.

Off-loading serves to reduce the load on attention
at crucial times, but it is not assumed to be cost
free. Specifically, off-loaded representations are still
presumed to suffer decay and interference in the
activated portion of LTM. The extent of this infor-

mation loss will be diminished insofar as a stable
structure has been identified or formed from the to-
be-remembered material, as exemplified in Ricker
and Cowan’s finding of decay for abstract symbols
but not for letters.30 To counteract this information
loss, the focus of attention is assumed to periodically
return to the off-loaded information to refresh it,
consistent with recent computational simulations
supporting the idea of grouped refreshing.24,25 An
additional source of off-loading cost may come,
as Unsworth and Engle3 have suggested, from the
requirement to conduct a controlled search through
the contents of activated LTM at test.

The attention cost of off-loading and later
retrieval can theoretically come at encoding, main-
tenance, or retrieval of a stimulus set. We believe that
our recent work with dual-set memory showing a
central portion of WM57,59 indicates an effect of
attention specifically during maintenance. To illus-
trate this, let us consider encoding, retrieval, and
maintenance in turn. One potential point of con-
flict between sets could occur if the second set is
poorly off-loaded into LTM (what we are calling
here an encoding effect) because of the concur-
rent maintenance of the first set, but this possibility
cannot explain why the dual-task cost also falls on
the first set. Another possibility is that attention is
used at retrieval from activated LTM, but, after the
retrieval cue is presented, one set can be forgot-
ten and only one needs to be retrieved, so a dual-
task cost might not be predicted for retrieval. In
maintenance, however, both sets would have repre-
sentations needing refreshment or improvement for
maximal performance, splitting attention between
sets. This need for some attentional involvement is
assumed to underlie the one-item central storage
portion found by Cowan et al.,57,59 as the focus of
attention had to flit between the two sets of infor-
mation (one visual and one verbal).

In summary, there are various open questions
regarding the nature of off-loading. Although the
suggestion that LTM plays a role in WM task perfor-
mance is certainly not new (e.g., Refs. 3 and 49–51),
we hope that the observations offered above, with
the constraints provided by the embedded processes
approach, provoke some new avenues of investiga-
tion. While much remains to be learned about the
putative mechanism of off-loading, we argue that it
can address some of the shortcomings of the estab-
lished theoretical mechanisms.
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How does the concept of off-loading improve
our understanding of WM maintenance?
As outlined at the beginning of this review, there
are some findings that cannot be fully addressed
through the currently dominant theoretical mecha-
nisms of decay offset by refreshing/rehearsal or the
prevention of interference via removal of distractors.
It is worth asking to what extent the current pro-
posal helps in addressing these limitations. In regard
to WM development, the concept of off-loading
may help us to understand the finding that mea-
sures of identification speed predict the growth of
span, independent of other speed measures used to
index active maintenance.27–29 Identification speed
may be an index of the strength of LTM representa-
tions that can be used for off-loading. Together with
recent developmental findings regarding memory
for simultaneous arrays of different modalities,57,59

we may speculate that improvement in the ability to
utilize existing structures in LTM to free up attention
for other activities underlies some of the develop-
ment in WM during childhood.

The idea of off-loading may help to explain evi-
dence for a rate of decay that is quite variable
between situations, in contrast to the original TBRS
assumption. The intermittent finding of decay (see
Refs. 30–32,34, and 35) is somewhat a problem for
the basic decay + refreshing account, which does not
incorporate a means of differential decay (although
the TBRS model now has other mechanisms that
may allow for this; e.g., Refs. 16 and 17). The idea of
off-loading may help because activated LTM follow-
ing set-wide consolidation might not suffer passive
decay to the same degree as items held in the focus
of attention. Although Cowan2,49 proposed that it
is activated LTM that decays, subsequent findings
suggest that that kind of decay is minimal follow-
ing good consolidation, whereas it takes vigilance to
avoid items dropping out of the focus of attention.
Thus, the extent to which items cannot be meaning-
fully off-loaded from the focus may determine the
amount of decay or interference observed. Reports
of passive decay have relied on abstract material
(such as unfamiliar complex symbols30–32 or tones
differing in timbre34,35) for which it is conceivably
quite difficult to carry out rapid encoding and con-
solidation in a manner that draws on concepts in
LTM. For memoranda that enable the rapid identi-
fication or formation of a long-term trace, we may
expect to observe less evidence of decay or interfer-

ence because of distinct, stable representations in
activated LTM.2 Thus, we do not see the concept of
off-loading as abolishing the theoretical concepts of
decay + refreshing or interference + removal, but
rather modulating the extent to which their effects
will be observed.

Off-loading might be of interest as a possible
addition to interference + removal models as well.
To the extent that off-loading occurs, there may be
little need for removal of distractors, as they are
presumably not included in the off-loaded repre-
sentation of the set of memoranda. The slowing of
concurrent processing reaction times as more items
must be added to the list representation52–55 points
to the possibility of a list-wide consolidation pro-
cess (see above), which would serve to reconsolidate
the list anew with the addition of each new item
without distractors in the representation. There is
some support for this notion of consolidation with-
out distractors in a recent study assessing the Hebb
repetition effect in complex span. Oberauer et al.66

found that participants became increasingly accu-
rate for repeated sequences of memory items and,
crucially, this occurred even though the complex
span distractors did not repeat. Thus, participants
appeared to form a long-term trace without the dis-
tractors present, reducing the need for removal of
the distractors from the representation.

Conclusions and caveats

We have argued that three often-discussed mecha-
nisms for the maintenance of information in WM
(rehearsal, refreshing, and removal of interference)
cannot account for all of the relevant evidence,
either alone or in combination. First, there have
been arguments that rehearsal may play no role;74

other sorts of verbal interference phenomena could
account for the effects of articulatory suppression
that have been taken to indicate a role of rehearsal.
Second, it has been difficult in some situations
to observe attention-based refreshing processes in
complex span directly;23 they have mostly been
observed indirectly via the effects on cognitive load.
Third, removal of information from distracting pro-
cessing tasks cannot explain the benefit of a period
for consolidation or refreshing before the first pro-
cessing episode.46,47 In response to such limitations,
we have proposed that there is growing evidence
that a method of off-loading information from the
focus of attention to the activated portion of LTM
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takes place and is a maintenance mechanism of
choice when it can be used, given that it min-
imizes the strain on attention (e.g., Refs. 57,59,
and 70–73). This strategic off-loading is somewhat
different from previous proposals in which informa-
tion is just displaced from an attention-based store
to a long-term store by distraction or overloading
(e.g. Refs. 3 and 49–51).

The present proposal of off-loading information
on a list-wide or set-wide basis is in its early stages,
and we have made several suggestions that point to
potentially fruitful areas for future research. To sum-
marize these suggestions: assessing when in complex
span trials free time is most productive will be use-
ful to follow up on the findings of Bayliss et al.,46

as the notion of list-wide consolidation predicts an
increasing benefit for free time at later points in
the list presentation. Hebbian learning effects with
or without concurrent distraction are also a poten-
tial area of exploration. It may be more likely that
researchers will observe learning of a list or array
to be remembered (via off-loading) when partic-
ipants can anticipate that attention must soon be
deployed to another upcoming task. Finally, rel-
atively new analysis techniques for neuroimaging
data are beginning to shed light on the fate of repre-
sentations throughout the progression of a trial, and
off-loading may explain findings of dormant MVPA
patterns.70–73 It may be that these representations
are truly activity silent or, alternatively, the initial
perceptual representations, which are typically the
focus of MVPA, may have been restructured, via the
off-loading process, for storage in regions more typ-
ically associated with LTM (e.g., the medial temporal
lobes).

Even if this kind of off-loading mechanism can
be demonstrated and shown to be an integral part
of WM task performance, questions remain regard-
ing the definition of WM1 and consequently of the
tasks that are taken to reflect WM. There are also
some questions about whether the broad notion of
attention is an oversimplification of different strains
of attention thrown together, such as central ver-
sus visual attention,75 or whether there is enough
interaction between types of attention so that the
broad notion of the focus of attention is ultimately
apt.76,77

Regarding the relationship between WM and
LTM, there have been challenges to the distinction
between the two constructs (e.g., Refs. 19 and 78).

We assert the distinction between the two (e.g., see
Refs. 49,50, and 79) but, at the same time, also
acknowledge the need to think of them as richly
interacting systems. It seems worthwhile to revisit
a point of view articulated by Broadbent in 1971
(Ref. 80, p. 342–343):

There remain to be considered two points urged by
interference theory: the existence of effects on short-term
memory from previous long-term experiences, and the
continuity which seems to exist between memory at long
and short periods of time. The first of these must be admit-
ted straight away, and is perfectly consistent with a view of
short-term memory as due to recirculation into and out of
a decaying buffer storage . . . In general one must beware
of concluding that the appearance in short-term memory
of an effect known from longer-term studies is evidence
for identity of the two situations . . . Only the success or
failure of attempts to show differences between the two
situations is of interest in distinguishing the theories.

We endorse Broadbent’s view, but in a modified
form in which decay from WM is something that
occurs when there is insufficient time to establish
a useful representation of the identifying charac-
teristics of the information in WM. This modified
view emphasizes a distinction between the fate of
activated information that has not had the benefit
of sufficient processing in the focus of attention2

and will decay, versus information that has been
attended to the point at which a rich off-loading
can occur and information is more stabilized.
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